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$4. ISTRODUCTION AiiD STATEMEIUT OF RESC’LTS 
LETS be a polynomial in C” and assume thatf(0) = 0 and 0 is a critical point off(z). 
Then there is a well-known fibering 
for a small number E > 0, where K, =f-‘(0) n SeznW1 (see [j]). If further, f is a weighted 
homogeneous polynomial, the fibre of the above fibering is naturally diffeomorphic to the 
hypersurface X, =j-r(t) for each non-zero t. Our aim in this paper is to decide the homo- 
topy type of X, = f -r(l) for a given weighted homogeneous polynomial x In case that f 
has an isolated critical point at the origin, it is known that X, has the homotopy type of a 
bouquet S”-’ V’. . . KS”-‘. So we do not assume that f has an isolated critical point at the 
origin, unless otherwise stated. First result is the following. 
THEOREM 1 (Join theorem). Let f be a polynomial in C” x Cm such that f (z, w) = g(z) 
+ h(w) for each (z, w) E C” x Cm, where g(z) and h(w) are weighted homogeneous polynomials 
in C” and in Cm respectively. Let X= f -‘(I) c C” x Cm, Y = g-‘(l) c C” and 2 = h-‘(l) 
c C”. Then there is a natural homotopy equivalence c1 between X and Y + Z, where Y * Z is the 
join of Y and Z with the strong topology. 
This theorem has the following interesting results as corollaries. 
COROLLARY 1 (Brieskorn-Pham). Let f(z) = zl“l + zza2 + * . . + znun (ak > 1, integer) 
and X = f -‘(I). Then X has the homotopy type of R, = R,, *. . . * !A,“, where Q,, = 
{$I[,, = exp(2ni/a,) ; j = 1, . . , ak> (see 92, Corollary 1 of Theorem 1). 
COROLLARY 2. The monodromy off is the join of the monodromies of g and h ($3, 
Theorem 2). 
COROLLARY 3. As a special case of Corollary 2, ifg and h hate isolated criticalpoints at 
the origins, the monodromy off is the tensor of the monodromies of g and h (93, Coroilary 1). 
(Recently, M. Sebastiani and R. Thorn obtained similar results under different conditions, 
making use of purely algebraic methods.) As for the characteristic polynomials A,(t), A,(t) 
and Ah(t), letting A,(t) = n (t - I) and A,,(t) = fl (t - pj), we hate A/(t) = n (t - 1,~~) 
(93, Theorem 3). 
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COROLLARY 4. There is a weighted homogeneous polynomialf in C” such that XI = f - ‘( 1) 
is (n - 1)-connected but f has not an isolated critical point at the origin ($5. Theorem 6). 
Next, we consider the case of the product polynomialf(z, i-v) = g(z). h(w). Such a poly- 
nomial f does not have an isolated critical point in general, but we have the following 
result. 
THEOREM 4 (Product fibering theorem). Let g(z) and h(\v) be rveighted homogeneous 
polynomiak in C” and in Cm respectively and let f (z, w) = g(z)h(\t). Then, for X = f -‘( 1) 
there is a jibering : 
I): x-ts’ 
defined by ri/(z, IV) = g(z)/g /g(z) I. Tt ze corresponding jbre is dlxeomorphic to Y x Z x R, 
where Y = g-‘(l) and Z = h-‘(l). 
As a corollary ,we have 
COROLLARY 5. The monodromy of $ is the product of the monodromy of g and the inverse 
of the monodromy of h ($4, Theorem 5). 
For several hypersurfaces, defined by weighted homogeneous polynomials, the homo- 
topy types and homology types are computed in 96. 
$2. PROOF OF THEOREhl 1 
First recall that f (z, w) = g(z) + h(w), X = f -l(i), Y = g-‘(l) and Z = h-l(l). Let 
x=(x1,x2, . ..) x,) and y = (jr, yz , . . , y,) be the respective weights of g and h. 
We define a topological space _? as follows: 
(a) As a set, 8 is quotient space of X, defined by the following equivalence relations. 
For any points (z, \L.) and (z’, IV’) of X, (z, bv) is equivalent to (z’, IV’) if and only if (1) z = z’ 
and h(w) = h(w’) = 0, or (2) w = )v’ and g(z) = g(z’) = 0, or (3) z = z’ and w = w’ where 
g(z) # 0, 1. A point of 8 of type (1) (respectively (2) or (3)) is denoted by [z, *] (respectively 
[*, Iv] or [z, w]). 
(b) The topology of x is the weakest topology such that rY and rz are continuous, 
where 
ilr: X-{points of type (2)} -+ C” - g-‘(O) 
rMz, bvl> or 4b, *I> = z. 
7~~: X-{points of type (I)] -+ Cm - h-‘(O) 
n,([z, IV] or 7rz([c, bv]) = 5~. 
This topology is essential and weaker than the quotient topology of x. 
LEMMA 1. x has the same homotopy type as X. 
Proof. Let E be a small positive number (say E = 10d2), and let 
iv l,,={(z,$~Xl Ih( 5rr> 
N2,r = {(z, w) E XI I&) I 5 rl(r > 01. 
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Let p(t) be a real valued P-function on R satisfying: 
(1) p(t) is monotone decreasing on the interval (E, 2~), and 
(2) p-‘(l) = t--00, E], p-l(O) = [2E, CO) (see Fig. 1). We define a homotopy of the 
identity map of X 
as follows. 
H: X x I --* X(H(*, t) = IT,(*)), 
(1) For (z, w) E X - NT, 28 u N2,2L, we define H,(z, w) = (z, ,o). 
(2) For (z, 4 E NI,Zc, we define H,(z, rv) = (z(t), VV(~>), where z(t) = (zl(t), . . . , z,(r)) 
40 = Ov,(O, . * . I wll(0), 
Wk(t) = w, ’ (1 - tP( 1 h(w) [)l’yk (k = 1, . . . ) m), 
Zj(t) = Zj . exp(0, i/X,)(rt/r,)l’xJ (j = 1, . . , n), 
rr = 11 - h(w(t))j, and 
or = argument (’ ~_h~~~~) (see Fig. 2). 
I 
. g(z)-plane 
FIG. 2 
(3) FOT (z, w) E N2, Zc, we define 
zj(r> = zj(l - tP( IS(z) I))““’ o’= l,...,n), 
wk(f) = wk ew(et i/vk)(rt/ro)“y” (k = 1, . . ..m). 
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where 
rt = I 1 - g(z(f)) 1, t?* = argument 
i 
i - g(z(t)) 
1 _ si=) 
) 
. 
The continuity of H is trivial. 
We now prove X u- d. 8, : ,y -+ X is defined by the following commutative diagram. 
n is the natural projection and clearly continuous because the topology of 8 is weaker than 
the quotient topology. R: _? x I -+ 2 is defined by the following commutative diagram. 
(a) Proof of continuity of H,. Let [zk, ~vk] (k = 1, 2, . . .) be a sequence of points in x 
which converges to a point [*, W] in 8. For brevity, we denote this by [zk, IVY]> [*, IV]. 
Then there exists an integer N such that for any k > N, [zk, ufi] E n(N,,>. Thus by the 
definition of H, we have that H,([zk, iv”]) = (0, Sk) (for each k > N), where 
Gjk = ~v,k(exp(Oki/~j)(l/rk))L’yl (j= 1 ,‘.., 4, 
rk = \ 1 -g(z”)\ 1: 1, 
Ok = -argument(l - g(zk)) -5 0. 
Therefore Gjk> ttlj, i.e. H,([zk, w”]) : (0, w). Continuity at [z, *] is proved similarly and the 
continuity everywhere else is trivial. 
(b) Proof of continuity of H. Suppose that [zk, v?] A [*, IV] and tk : t (k = I, 2, . . .), 
then H,,( [zk, ~~1) can be written as [zk(tk), Wk(tk)]. Then there exists an integer N such that 
for any k > N, [rk, ,v”] E n(N,, ,). Then for any k > N, 
$(tk) = zj”( 1 - tkp( \g(zy) ())l’YJ 
= Zj”(l - +p (j= 1 >..., n), 
iI 1 -g@(P)) liy, ~;~(tk) = wSk exp(6Jki/yJ 1 -g(z) II 
(s= 1, . . ..m). 
where 
1 - g(z”(t”)) = 1 - (1 - t”)g(zk) --f 1 
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and 
Bk = argument 
1 -S@(p)) 
1 - g(zk) 
k , o. 
Therefore wjk(tk) 5 wj, this implies Hr,([zk, w$] [ :*, bv]. Continuity at other points is 
proved similarly. Now it is easy to see that 
8, 0 77 N in in X, 
7rofii~idinX. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 1. By Lemma 1, X 2: 2, so we must prove x N Y * 2. The proof is 
divided into three steps. 
STEP 1. We set RX = {[z, NJ] E 2 /g(z) is a real number}. Then there is a homotopy 
equivalence between 8 and RX. (For brevity’s sake, we denote this by 2 N Rx.) 
Proof. We define a homotopy F which deforms 2 into R.?. 
(1) For a point [z, w] such that g(z) # 0, 1, we define 
F([z, 4, 0 = W, 4)1, 
where 
zk(t) = zk. exp(z, i/xk)(r~/ro)““* (k= I,...,$, 
w,(t) = ‘vi. exp@, i/yi)(s,/s,)‘lyf (j= l,...,m), 
rr = I ReW) + i(l - OImM4) I 1 
a, = awme~tWW&)) + 41 - OIm(s(4N/dz>>, 
s, = 1 Re(h(w)) f i( 1 - t)Im(h(w)) 1, 
j?, = argument{(Re(h(w)) + i(l - t)Im(h(w)))/h(w)}. 
(2) For points [z, *] or [*, w], we define 
F([z, *], r) = [z, *] and F([*, w], t) = [*, w]. 
By the topology of ??, F is obviously continuous, thus Fl : 2 -+ Rz is the desired homotopy 
equivalence. Q.E.D. 
STEP 2. Rif has the homotopy type of R, 8, bvhere R, x = {[z, IV] E ipr7 Is(z) 2 0 and 
h(w) 2 01. 
Proof. We prove similarly by defining a homotopy G which deforms Rz into R, 3. 
(i) For points [z, w] such that g(z) < 0, we define G by 
Gt[z, WI, 0 = W>, 41, 
where 
zj(t) = Zj(l - r)“=J (j= l,.*.,n), 
wk(t)=wk(l[~~j)))l’yk (k=l,...,m). 
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(ii) For points [I, IV] such that h(\~.) < 0, we define G by 
G([z, )v], t) = [z(t), \~.(t)], 
vvhere 
‘$(f) = Q(l - t)“Y* (k= l,...,m), 
(iii) For other points, take G to be idenitty. 
G is obviously continuous and Step 2 follows trivially. 
STEP 3. R, x is homeomorphic to Y * Z. 
Proof. We recall the definition of the strong topology of Y * Z. As a set, Y * Z = 
Y x 2 x I/-, I being the interval [0, 11, where the equivalence relation is the following: 
(z, )v, 0) is equivalent to (z’, IV, 0), and (z, bv, 1) is equivalent to (z, iv’, 1). The corresponding 
equivalence classes are denoted by [*, pv, 0] or [z, *, I]. By the strong topology in Y * Z 
we mean the weakest topology such that the following maps are continuous, 
t: Y*Z-+I (t([z, \v, t] = t), 
ily: Y * z - t-‘(o) -+ Y (7ry([z, 1v, t]) = z), 
772: Y*Z- t-‘(l)+Z 
For details, see [6, p. 4301. 
Definition of qb and $: C$ is a mapping from 
(i) $(I*, 1~1) = I*, IV, 01, 
(ii) #([z, *I) = [z, *, 11, 
(n,([z, w, t]) = w). 
R+zto Y*Zsuchthat: 
(iii) For a point [z, w] such that g(z) # 0, 1, we define $([z, bv]) = [z’, iv’, t] where 
zk’ = zk(l/g(z))iiX*, IV,’ = ivj(l/h(w))“‘J and t = g(z) (k = 1, . . . , n;j = 1, . , m). 
tj is a mapping from Y + Z to R, 2 such that: 
ti) Ic/([*, w, 01) = t*, WI, 
(ii) W, *, 11) = b, *I, 
(iii) For a point [z, ~1, t] such that t # 0, 1, we define $([z, II’, t] = [z’, by’] where 
Zk’ = zk . t ‘lxk and iv,’ = $vj(l x t)‘lYk. 
It is clear that $ and $ are continuous and $ 0 4 = 1, 4 0 $ = 1. This proves Step 3. 
Combining Lemma 1, Step 1, Step 2 and Step 3, we have a desired homotopy equivalence 
r=Q)oG1~F1~jr:X-+Y*Z. Q.E.D. 
COROLL~~RY 1 (Brieskorn-Pham). Let f(z) = zlul i zZaZ f .. . + znnn. (al, is an integer 
> 1). Let X = f -‘(I) and R, = ROI + R,, *. . . * Ron rvhere 
R,, = {[,‘lj = 1, . . . , ak, (I,, = exp(2ni/aJ). 
Then fl, is a deformation retract of X. 
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$3. ON TH.E XlONODROMtES .t\;D CHAR_KTERISTIC POL’cI;OMULS 
Letf(z) be a polynomial in C”, having a critical point at the origin and let us consider 
@ =flIfl:Se’n-l - K,-+S? 
Choose a complete connection u for @ (i.e. a complete vector field c on SZZn-l - K, such 
that (&)Z(c(z)) = (~/8),,,, for any z E SEZ”-l - K, , where (Z,/ZJ),,Z, denotes the unit vector 
which is tangent to S’ at Q(z) with the counterclockwise direction). Let F = @-‘(I), then 
we have a diffeomorphism h: F+ F by virtue of the horizontal lift of S’ with the counter- 
clockwise orientation. h is called the [iffed dzif/eomorphisnz oft’. Though h depends on c, h, : 
H,(F) -+ H,(F) does not depend on the choice of u and we call Iz, the monodromy off(z) at 
the origin. (H,(F) is the singular homology with integer coefficient, unless otherwise stated.) 
If f(z) is a weighted homogeneous polynomial of type IV = (NJ,, . . . , IL.,) and identifying 
F with X =f-‘(l), we have a natural connection for which h is written as 
12: X-+ X, h(z,, z2, . , zn) = (zl exp(2ni/rv,), . . , z, exp(2zijlQ). 
We use this connection for each weighted homogeneous polynomial, unless otherwise 
stated. An ith characteristic polynomial P,(t) is the determinant of the linear transformation 
I, - th, : &(F; Q) -+ &(F; Q). 
If further F is (n - 2)-connected, the characteristic polynonzial A(t) is the determinant of 
il, - h,:R”_z(F) -g,_,(F), which is equal to P,_z(t) up to sign. These are important 
invariants (see [5, $91). 
THEOREM 2. Under the same notations of Throrem 1, the monodromy h, off is 
I n 1 =. 
H,(Y*Z) a HAY*Z). 
Proof. By the definition of the map u = 4 o G, 0 Fz 0 TI, we have the following com- 
mutative diagram: 
That is, 
Therefore Theorem 2 follows immediately. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 2. Let X, Y be topological spaces, then 
Bj+l(‘y* Y) = 7 A,(X) @8,(Y) + 
k-Gj 
r Tor(&JX), 8,( VI. 
kis=j- I 
For the proof, see [6, p. 4311. 
THEOREM 3. Let g, h andf be the polynomials in Theorem 1 and assume that g and h have 
isolated critical points at the origin. Then the characterisiic polynomials of the associated 
jiberings A/(t), A&t) and A,,(t) satisLv the equation 
A/(t) = A,(t) * A,,(f). 
That is, letting A,(t) = ni (t - i.;) and A,,(t) = nj (t - jij), 1r.e hate A,(r) = ni, j (1 - ii pi). 
Proof: Let us consider the following commutative diagram in the proof of Theorem 2: 
h 
X ____* x 
hl l A2 
Y*Z - Y*Z. 
Since Y is (n - 2)-connected and 2 is (m - 2)-connected, by virtue of Lemma 2, we have 
the following commutative diagram. 
rL 
I. - h, @ hz. 
B,-,(Y) ML-,(Z) - i-l,_,(Y) @B,-,(Z). 
The characteristic roots of h, * @ h,, are {J.i !lj}i, j, hence the theorem follows. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1. Under the same assumption of Theorem 3, the monodrovly A, off is the 
tensor of the monodromies h,, and h,, of g and h. (Here we identify H,+,_l(X) with 
R,, _ I( Y) 0 A,,, _ l(Z) by Lemma 2.) 
Recall f(z, IV) = g(z) + h(w), X =f-‘(I), Y = g-‘(l) and Z = h-‘(l). Let P,, i(t). 
P,, i(t) and Pz, i(t) be ith characteristic polynomials of I?, h, and 1~~. 
COROLLARV 2. Write H,(Y) = H,(Y; Q) etc., and suppose that Y and Z are connected 
Then P,y, i(t), Py, j(t) and P,*,(t) satisfy the following equation. 
pX, k(l) = n pY, jCt> * pZ,s(t>. 
jir+l=k 
Proof. From Theorem 2 and Lemma 2, we have the following commutative diagram: 
Bk(x> 
1. - 6. 
- gkcx) 
Then Corollary 2 follows immediately. 
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$4. PRODUCT J?IBERXYG THEOREM 
We consider, in this section, a hypersurface in Cnim defined by a polynomial of type 
f(z, IL.) = g(z)h(lc) for (z, bv) E Cnim, where g(z) and h(w) are weighted homogeneous poly- 
nomials in C” and in Cm of types x = (x1, , s,) and J = bl, , y,) respectively. 
LEMMA 3. Let f(z, w) be the polynomial dejnerl by f(z, IV) = g(z)h(iv) where g(z) am’ 
h(w) are specified as aboce. Then f is also a lteighted homogeneous polynomial in C”I”. 
Proof: Let xi = rli/ci and yj = tjisj where (I[~, ui) = 1 and (tj, sj) = 1. Let d, = [or, ~2, 
. ..) u,] and d, = [tl, tz, . , t,] where [nl, . . , n,] is the least common multiple of n1 , . . , n, . 
Letqi=d,/xiandrj=112/~jfori=1,...,nandj=1,...,177.Assume 
g(z) = C U, zIv,zzvr. zny”, h(w) = C b, wl“’ .. . IV,,,~~. 
” P 
Thenf(z, 1~) = c 0” b,,zly2 .. . znYnwlPg .. . , w!,,,pm. We prove thatfis a weighted homogeneous 
polynomial oftype (x,‘, , q’,y,‘, . . , y,‘) where xi’ = (dr + dz)/qi and ~j’ = (d, + dz)/rj. 
Clearly we have 
(VJX,‘) + . . . + (V,/&‘) -k . . + (pm/y,‘) 
Thus fis a weighted homogeneous polynomial of the desired type. Q.E. D. 
THEOREM 4 (Product fibering theorem). LetA g and h be the polynomials in Lemma 3. 
Then, for X = f -r(l), there is afibering 
$: X-+S’ 
defned by $(z, WJ) = g(z)/ Ig(z) I. The corresponding jibre t/~-‘(l) is dij%omorphic 
x R,, where Y = g-‘(l) c C” and Z = h-‘(l) c Cm. (R, = {positice numbers}). 
Prooj: Set lJ, = S’ - (7-t) = (- X, rc) and o’, = S’ - (0) = (0, 2n), then S’ = 
to YXZ 
u, u u,. 
We identify z E S’ with argument (z) mod 271. We define coordinate diffeomorphism & and 
4z on VI and U, respectively, as follows. 
c#li: ui x F-b I-’ (i = 1,2). 
Here we denote t/.-‘(O) by F. #I~ is defined by 4i(B, (z, IV)) = (z,, I~__J (6 E U,), where 
zg = (zI exp(8/x,>i, . . . , z, exp(O/xJi) and IV+ = (wl exp(- e/y&, . . . , w, exp(- e/y,)i). 
Clearly g(ze) = g(z) exp(&) and h(rv_,) = h(w) exp( - 0i). H ence Qi is well-defined and there- 
fore {$i} give the fibering structure of $. Now F = X n {g(z) > 0}, and therefore F is clearly 
diffeomorphic to Y x Z x R, by a map k: F -+ Y x Z x R, defined by k(z, w) = (z’, IV’, g(z)) 
where 
zj’ = z,(l/g(z))““J (j = 1, . . . , n), 
‘VS’ = w,(g(z))“Y’ (s= l,...,m). Q.E.D. 
Let h be the lifted diffeomorphism of the fibering $I. Then we have implicitly seen in 
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the proof of Theorem 4 that I? (:, w) = (z,,, ~v_~J, where _-2X = (z, exp(2ni/x,), , z,, exp 
(27~4’~~)) and IV-~~ = (1~~ exp( -2xi/y,), . , it’,,, exp( -2xi/y,J). Let h, and h, be the lifted 
diffeomorphism of g and h (see the proof of Theorem 2). Then we have a following com- 
mutative diagram. 
h 
F . F 
We define: 
k 
! 
I r? 2 k 
I 
YxZxR, 
h,xh~'xid 
+ YxZxR,. 
Var’ =I;, - I, : Hj(F) -t H,(F) 
Var,’ = h,, - I,: Hi(Y) -+Hj(Y) 
Var,’ = h,, - I, : Hi(Z) --+ Hj(Z). 
THEOREM 5 (a Picard-Lefschetz formula). Assume H,(Y) and H,(Z) are torsion j&e. 
Using the same notation as aboce, we have 
Varj = 
k+s=j 
where 
and 
zrzS = h2*-l - 12* = --h2*-l. Var?‘, 
Varlk@var~s+i%klk@~I,* +r,*o~,s:Hk(Y)8HS(Z)-rHk(Y)~HH,(Z). 
Proof. By the above argument and using the Eilenberg-Zilber theorem, we have a 
commutative diagram : 
Hj(F) 
h - I. 
l Hj(F> 
Z k. I II 2 k. . 
,+Trj H,(y) ~3 H,(Z) Z(h1* @ *“l -I*)- c H,(Y) @I H,(Z). 
kCs=j 
Under this identification, Theorem 5 follows easily by the equation: hl, @ hl*-l - I, = 
(hl* - 11,) @(hC1 - Iz+) + (hi, -I,,) @II,, + 11, @(h,, -I&. Q.E.D. 
$5. SOME APPLICATIONS 
Let X be an n-dimensional ?-manifold, and h: X -+ X be a differential periodic map 
such that hP = id (p: positive integer). We set Fj = {x E X; p(x) = x}, and xj = Euler 
number of F, (j = 1, 2.. .), Weil’s zeta function c(t) is defined as follows. 
c(l) = exp f xi tj/j. 
j=l 
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We defke S, inductively by the equation Xj = ~dlj sd. By a straightforward computation, 
C(f) can be expressed as a product 
i(z) = 8’1 - ?)_Jd/d. 
By a Lefschet’s fixed point theorem, c(f) can be expressed as an alternating product of 
polynomials 
i(f) = P,(f)_‘P,(f) * . . P,(t)+)“-’ 
where P{(t) is the determinant of the linear transformation 
I* - th*:Hi(X) -H,(X). 
For details, see [5, p. 771. 
We now recall the definition of the divisor of apolynomiaZf(t) E C [t] such thatf(O> # 0. 
Let f(t) = a flj (t - /lj) (S E C*), then divisor f(t) = 1 (Aj) E Z. C* (group ring). If n is a 
positive integer, A. is defined as divisor (t” - 1). 
We consider two weighted homogeneous polynomials in C” x C’, 
_Mz, w) = s(z) + ‘“l’V2 9 
fi(z, iv) = 9(z) + w1% (P 2 2), 
where g(z) is a weighted homogeneous polynomial in C” of type (x,, x2, . . . , xn) with an 
isolated critical point at the origin. Let X,,(t) =fo-‘(t) and X1(t) = fi-‘(t). Then X,(O) is a 
hypersurface with an isolated singular point at the origin, while X,(O) has as its singularity, 
a complex dimension one subvariety D: D = ((0, 0, WJ 1 w2 is complex number}. Let K, 
be X,(O) n SZn+3, then we have two fiberings 
S2n+3 _ Ki ~-_-?.+ S’ (i = 1, 2). 
Let h, and h, be the lifted diffeomorphisms ofjb andj;. 
THEOREM 6. With the same notations as above, we have: (1) X,(l) and X,(l) hare the 
same homotopy type (so n-connected). (2) Letting A,(r) be the characteristic polynomial of fi 
and A,(t) be that ofg, we have AO(t) = Al(t) = A,(t) and therefore Al(t) is computed by 
divisor Al(t) = fi 
j=, (& - 1)) 
where x, = u,/v, and (u,, v,) = 1. 
(3) G(G) = &(K,). 
LEMMA 4. ,!.A x = ((Z1, 2,); q~z,~ = 1) c C* and d = (p, q), then X has the same 
homotopy type of S’ + S’ + . . . + S’ (disjoint d-copies). 
Proof L&p = p,dand q = qld, then@,,q,) = 1. Clearly X = {(z,, z2); (~~~~2~~‘)~ = I} = 
U:cl Xj where Xj = {(zl, z,); z1P*z2q1 = &,‘, cd = exp(2lri/d)}. Because (xj}5=1 are disjoint 
and naturally diffeomorphic to each other, we may assume d = 1. It is clear that the map 
4: C* 3 X, defined by 4(t) = (t4, fHp), is biholomorphic. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 6. By the Join theorem, X,(l) has the homotopy type of {z; g(z) = l} 
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* S’ and the same is true for X,(l). This proves (1). Let kO(lv) = IV~IV~ and kl(i~) = IL~~~II., 
We denote the corresponding characteristic polynomials by Ako(t) and A.,,(r). By Theorem 2, 
we have Ao(t) = A,(t) * Ako(t) and Al(t) = A,(t) * Ak,(r) where A+_(t) = r - 1. Next, we 
compute A&,(t) by virtue of Weil’s zeta function. Let nlI: k,-‘(l) -+kI-‘(I) be the lifted 
diffeomorphism, then m, is the map such that ml(l~I, \L.J = (I!‘~ esp(2ni,i(p + l)), 1~~ exp 
(7zi,‘[~ + 1)). Thus 17~~ pc1 = id and therefcre 17~~ is periodic. By an easv computation, we 
havethatF,= ... =F,=4andF,+, = k-‘(l). Thus ive have ;cj = 0 for sachj = 1, 2,. , 
and therefore sd = 0, for each dip. Thus the corresponding Weil’s zeta function !(I) satisfies 
i(t) = 1 and c(t) = P,(r)-‘P,(t). P,-‘(t) = l/l - t, thus we have PI(t) = 1 - t, that is, 
Ak,(t) = f - 1. This proves (2). (Alternatively ue may choose a connection for the fibering 
of k, as (iv,, IL.~)I--+ (lrl, I~~Ze2nC* ). So, this is a trivial Gbering and Ak,(t) = t - I.) Then 
the corresponding Wang sequences of_& and fi coincide. Thus we obtain (3) by virtue of 
Alexander duality. Q.E. D. 
COROLLARY 1. Under the same assumption of Theorem 6, the jbilo\cing conditions are 
equicalen t : 
(1) K0 is a homology sphere. 
(2) Kl has the same homology type of a sphere. 
(3) K, = g-‘(O) n S 2n-1 is a homology sphere. 
(4) Ag(l) = _t 1. 
Proof. This is an easy consequence of Theorem 8.5 of [5]. Q.E.D. 
Remark. We do not know whether K, is a topological manifold or not, but K, - S’ 
is a differential manifold where 5” = K, n {Z = 0, IV, = 0). Let 4: K, -+ K, be defined by 
4(=, ‘I’1r 1~~) = c/i ~1 where c = (-_, IVES, 11.~) E C”+‘. Then this is a p-fold branched covering 
and the set of branching points B, is g-‘(O) n SZnrl which is homeomorphic to the join 
K, * S’. As a special case, let g(z) = z12 + z13 + z35. Then K, is the PoincarC space 1 and 
B, is 1 + S’. Thus it relates to the Double Suspension Problem. 
Problem. Let f be a weighted homogeneous polynomial in C”. What is the necessary 
and sufficient condition that f-‘( 1) be (n - 2)-connected? 
$6. EXAMPLES 
The next three examples are the consequence of Theorem 1. 
(a) Let X = {ZIP + zz4z3 = l> c C3. Then X-0, points)*S’~S’vS’v...S’ 
((JI - l)-copies). Therefore X is l-connected. 
(b) Let X = {zlP + z24~3r = l}, c C3. X N (p points) * {S’ + S’ + . . i S’]. The 
second part is disjoint d-copies where d = (q, I-). Hence x1(X) = free group of rank (cf - 1) 
x (p - 1) and HI(X) = (d - 1). (p - l)Z, H?(X) = dCp - l)Z. 
(c) Let X= {z12 +. . + znz i z~+~z~+~ + l}. Then Xz: s”“. 
Remark. All of the above results can be obtained by using Morse functions. \C’e con- 
sider a Morse function L,: X -+ R, (,u: positive real number) such that L,(z) = 1~~ 1’ 
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+ Iz2--pi’+ lz312 incase of(a) and (b), L,(t)= lz,I*+... + [z,+~I’+ I~“+~-pj* 
in case of (c). Then the critical points and indexes of_& can be computed by taking ,U large 
enough. 
The following are the examples of Theorem 1 and Theorem 1. 
(d) Let X = {z~(z~~ + zj2) = 1) c C3. We take g = zI and h = z,* + zJ2 in Theorem 4. 
Then Y = {one point} and Z N S’. We have Var,’ = h, * - I2 .+ = 0, for the characteristic 
polynomial for h is t - 1. Associated Wang sequence becomes: 
O-,H*(X)-rH,(F)-,H,(F)~H,(X)-tH,(F)-,O 
where F N S’. Therefore we have H,(x) = Z, H,(X) = 22 and H*(X) = Z. 
(e) Let X = {ZIP1 + z2 z3(zjp2 + z52) = l} c C’. Then by Theorem 1, X N {pl points} *X, 
where X’ = {z2 z3(zJpz + zs2) = 1). First we compute H,(X) using Theorem 4. Let g = z2 z3 
and h = zqpz + zS2. Then Y = g-‘(l) = S’ and Z = h-l(l) N S’ Y. . . KS1(Cp2 - 1)-copies). 
Because A,(t) = t - 1, h,, = il?. Ah(f) = tP2-1tPz-‘~ . . _t 1 and therefore Ah( 1) = 1 (p2 : odd) 
or 0 (p2: even). If pz is odd, we have Var?’ = an onto isomorphism and by virtue of 
Theorem 5, therefore the Associated Wang sequence becomes: 
0 - ff3CX’) - ZO(p2-1)Z - zo(p2-1)z --y--+ VEI’ H2CX’) 
Var’ 
- Z@Z+Z~(p2-1)Z - Z@ZfZ@(p,- I)Z 
- H,(X’) - Z - 0. 
Here Var2 = I @ Var: = onto isomorphism and Var’ = 1 @ Vari .Therefore we have 
Z 
Hj(X’) = (P (j = 0,2) 2Z (j= 1). 
Finally we have: 
Hj(x> = 
b*(P1 - l>Z 
? 
(_i = 2) (~2: odd). 
(PI - l>Z (.i = 3) 
10 otherwise 
In case of p2 being even, we can compute similarly. 
Z (j = 3) 
Hj(X’) = 3Z + G where G is finite group of rank pJ2 (j= 1,2). 
Z (j = 0) 
Therefore we have 
i(pl - l)Z (j = 4) 
H,(x) = 
i 
3(p, - I>Z -t (PI - 1)G (j = 2, 3) 
(PI - I)Z (j= 1) 
1 Z ti = 0) 
(here kZ = Z + Z + . . . + Z). 
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(f) Let x, = {z E c” /zlz,. . . _” 7 = l}. Ft.2 compute the homotopy type A’” by induction 
on n. By Theorem 4, we have a homotopy exact sequence: 
. ..-~j(x”_.)~;r,(,U,)~~j(s’)~~j__,(X”_,)~”’ 
we have 
= 0 k > 
and 
(E,):O -+7z,(X”)-+Z -to. 
know by 4 and an easy \ve obtain 
= (II 1)Z (abelian). 
Remark. We can see directly that X, has the homotopy type of r”-’ as follows. ,U, 
can be deformed into X, n T”which isclearly homeomorphic to IF”-’ by a map (zI, z2, . . , z,) 
++(q,...,zn-I). 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
I. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
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